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A Small Handful Of Six Figure Earners Have Learned The Secrets To Making Loads Of Cash By Simply

Adding Video The Correct Way To Their Websites... Who Else Wants the Secrets That Will Pull Tons of

Unclaimed Money From Your Website by Splicing These Simple But Dangerously Effective Video Tactics

Into their Business? Dear Friend, Not too long ago my buddy kidnapped me and took me to my first

internet marketing seminar in Orlando, FL. On the drive down to Florida I confessed my towering dept

from being a tech junky. We devised a plan that would... * pay off my credit cards... * allow me to quit my

job in Oregon... * move to Atlanta... * and do it all in just four months... ...if only we knew what was going

to unfold for me on this spectacular weekend. Among all the things that I learned at the seminar I noticed

that just about everyone was using video somewhere in their website... A lot of powerful ideas filled the

air, but no one seemed to be putting them together. I heard many comments of I just put a video on my

site and conversions doubled countered by I tried the same thing but my conversions dropped in half...

Being a newbie and very curious I asked the people making these comments what they were doing. I

wanted to know everything, good and bad... What I learned that weekend was amazing, 7 Simple Tactics
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That Anyone Can Use... Why are you NOT cashing in on the growing internet video buzz? I had some

previous marketing experience offline and going to the seminar helped me learn something about myself.

My first job was in a department store where I did fairly well on my commissions. I tried my talents out in a

call center, yes I was one of those guys interrupting your dinner, but I couldnt close a single call. It was

not until attending the seminar that I realized why I could do so well in the store but so bad on a phone. It

was because I was giving up something very valuable... Video allows you to use the oldest and most

powerful medium of communication to close the deal... Video gives back the one most powerful tools in

any marketers bag of tricks and the one thing that I had lost attempting telemarketing... FACE TO FACE

COMMUNICATION! Why is talking face to face so important? Just watch ANY two people talking. People

in general are very animated when we talk to each other. Your eyes, your mouth, and your movements all

combine with your voice to say what you need to say. Can You Handle Getting Paid For A 30 Second

Video Clip? * Learn how to use video to drive massive traffic to your site for months or even years after

launch... * Dont let you are existing videos keep stealing your profits... * If you are thinking of adding

videos to your site or if you already have them you need to know these 7 secrets... * Stop leaving loads of

money on the table every time someone visits your website... * Stop paying for bandwidth for videos that

only add the bells and whistles learn how to make your video content generate cash... * Stop making

excuses for not using video in your strategies and start using video to profit month after money... * Find

out how Keith Wellman, Sterling Valentine, Gary Ambrose, Mike Filsaime, and many others make six

figures in just seven days by leveraging the power of video... * Generate tons of subscribers and add

proven BUYERS to your list in record time! Have you spent many grueling painstaking hours, days, even

weeks trying to write your own copy? Only to have it convert at a measly 1 or 2 percent? Or worse

yet...had to pay several thousand dollars to get copy written with the same crappy results? Not anymore!

Learn to make your website convert like crazy with simple, easy to create, cash generating video! No

matter how good you copy is, it doesnt work if no one reads it... While you cant make people read your

sales letter, you can instantly peak their interest. You can tell them in seconds what would take a pages

the old fashioned way. You will learn that and more inside the Seven Ways To Monetize Your Product

With Videos e-book... If you take action and grab your copy today, you will also receive... The V.I.P.

Bonus! - A 1 hour intensive recorded Camtasia video I did with Keith Wellman about how he used video

to maximize performance in his latest product The List FX and how he grossed over $103,000 in less



than 7 days! In this incredible 40 minute video you will also learn... * Hear how Keith used videos

throughout his product launch to build a list of over 7,000 subscribers. * How he used video to build

excitement and created a flood of traffic that crashed his server on launch day! * How you can use video

testimonials correctly to double your conversions...do this wrong and you will see your conversions

plummet! * What you can do to build so much excitement that you literally have your watchers/visitors on

the edge of their seats drooling to find out what you are going to say next... * Learn how to spice up your

videos with awesome professional backgrounds using a very simple and extremely inexpensive video

technique... * Find out what Keith did and how you can duplicate him to add thousands of qualified buyers

to your list in under 2 weeks! Learn How You Can Build Your Own Green Screen Video Set For Less

Than 100$ It was the worse day ever Caught On Tape... Ok, so it was not the worse day... Not even

close! I spent the day building a special video set so that I could make the video that you see on the top

of this page. And I recorded every minute of it. I almost didnt include this because it didnt come out the

way I wanted. Being in the heat wore me out pretty quick and my mind was not working quite right that

day... So you will have the chance to see me tongue twisted as I show you how to turn a pile of lumber

into your very own movie set... Just To Recap, Here Is What You Will Receive Instantly After Your

Purchase... * Instant access to the Seven Ways To Monetize Your Product With Videos E-Book where

you will learn proven techniques to increase your conversions, make you more money, and give you the

freedom and lifestyle you have been searching for... * If you order today you will also receive your bonus

video of my interview of Keith Wellman where you will learn how Keith used video to build a huge list of

buyers and subscribers in a very short amount of time. * Exclusive members only area. You will receive

exclusive instant access to a special video where I reveal how I made the video on this page... * Access

to the un-released Video Equipment Selection Guide. With the guide you will also be able to share with

me your thoughts and questions. And your thoughts may be included in the final release of this manual! *

To make sure that you have the tools you need and help cut your cost.... I am also including a copy of

FLVProducer. This is the program that I use for every video that I do.... Dont be burdened with hard to

understand flash conversion any more. This software is a simple tool that will make your master pieces

ready to publish in just minutes. Order Web Video Tactics At An Incredibly Low Price Only $4.99!
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